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high Valley Hospital Muhlenberg
Plans to Offer Angioplasty

NEW ORS A CUT ABOVE
FOR CT SURGERY
Since February, it's been smooth oper-

Recent clinical evidence suggests that angioplasty is the
preferred treatment for acute heart attacks compared with
thrombolytic (clotbuster) therapy.
Providing angioplasties will also bring an economic
benefit, said Stu Paxton, senior vice president of operations

ating for the cardia-thoracic surgeons at
LVH in the four new ORs at Cedar Crest.
The specially designed rooms are spacious
and outfitted with the latest equipment
for heart and lung surgery.
"They are state-of-the-art rooms and

at LVH-Muhlenberg. "This will enhance LVH-Muhlen-

larger so we have more room to move

berg's financial performance at a time when economic

around," said Martin LeBoutillier, M.O.,

pressures on the hospital are getting more intense," he said.

CT surgeon. Each ORmeasures 600 square

The program is part of a larger strategy by LVHHN to

feet and has its own computer-controlled

attract more patients from Northampton County to
LVH-Muhlenberg.

air-handling system.
Everything in the rooms is new. The
monitors, lights and oxygen lines are

In the cardiac cath lab at LVH-Muhlenberg, where angwplasties are
expected to be performed starting this summer. Cardiologist Anthony
Urbano, M.D., checks a patient's coronary arteries for blockages.

Since 1997, cardiologists have performed as many as

mounted on a movable arm suspended

400 tests each year in the cath lab at LVH-Muhlenberg,

from the ceiling, as are the heart-lung

including diagnoses of clogged cardiac arteries and studies

bypass machine connections.

of electrical conditions that cause rhythm disturbances.
atients at LVH- Muhlenberg may soon be able
to have blockages in their heart arteries opened
in the hospital's cardiac catheterization lab.

Support staff will be trained in LVH's cath lab
at Cedar Crest to assist with angioplasties. While an
LVH-Muhlenberg OR will be equipped for cardiac
surgery, and a surgeon at Cedar Crest will be on call in

Last month, LVHHN's President and CEO

the case of an emergency, Capuano emphasized, "our

Elliot Sussman, M.D., wrote to the Pennsylvania

plan is to transfer to LVH-Cedar Crest any patient

Department of Health (DOH) notifying them of the

whose condition requires open heart surgery." •

network's intent to provide coronary angioplasties
at LVH-Muhlenberg, with capability to perform

Two rooms have video equipment,
enabling the surgeon to perform minimally invasive operations with staff
watching. One of these rooms is wired
to LVH's satellite broadcast network to
provide teaching capabilities down
the hall or around the world.
Adding these operating rooms brings
the total number at CC to 19 and increases
the flexibility in scheduling emergency and

by Rob Stevens

elective surgeries. "This improves the

emergency open heart surgery, as required by the state.

operating efficiency of the surgery suite,

Approval from the DOH is expected in July, in which

which will bring an increase in surgery

case, angioplasties would be started in August, said

volumes overtime," said Mark Holtz,

Terry Capuano, senior vice president, clinical services.

vice president, operations.
The new ORs are the first-finished

Each year, several hundred patients at

part of an $8.6 million project slated for

LVH-Muhlenberg are treated for cardiac problems

completion by mid-fall. Other recently

that require angioplasty. Because the cath lab at

renovated areas include storage rooms

LVH- Muhlenberg is not currently licensed for this

and new offices for anesthesia and

intervention, these patients must be transferred to

perfusion personnel.

LVH-Cedar Crest or elsewhere for this treatment.

Currently in progress are the relocation

"This service will enhance the range of heart

of the post-anesthesia care unit and con-

care LVH-Muhlenberg provides to residents in

struction of a suite for same-day admis-

Northampton County," Capuano said. "Patients

sion surgery patients, all on the second

with chest pain will be evaluated and undergo

floor near the main operating suite. •

angioplasty on site if their condition warrants it."
About 30 percent of patients having a cardiac
catheterization subsequently have an angioplasty.

A cardiac surgery team led by Michael Sinclair. M.D., performs a surgery

by Rob Stevens

in one of the new open heart ORs at LVH-Cedar Crest. Injured in a
climbing mtshap las/ August, Stnclatr returned to the OR in October.

Check out this month's expanded issue of CheckUp, featuring new physicians, the opening of the
pediatric intensive care unit, stories about your fellow colleagues and more!

HOSPITAL AND
HEALTH NETWORK

CARING FOR PREGNANT

MoMs

Perinatal Outreach Workers Encourage Healthy Behaviors

---

.
.- ohana Rivera,
31, of Allentown moved from
Puerto Rico to the Lehigh Valley to pursue her
dream of getting a college degree and beginning

Moms earn "baby dollars" for attending prenatal
appointments, diabetes counseling sessions, nutrition counseling sessions, childbirth classes, meetings

a family. Living in an unfamiliar country, speaking

with a social worker, ultrasounds, medical assistance
follow-up and tours of me Center for Mod1er and

little English, sometimes posed challenges.

Baby Care. Those who attend all their prenatal
appoinouents, deliver at LVHHN and attend their
first postpartum appoinonent receive an extra bonus:

But she soon met a special woman who offered
her friendship: Lehigh Valley Hospital and Health
N etwork's perinatal outreach worker Damarie Lugo.

a $40 gift card to Babies 'R Us.

So, when Rivera and her husband, Jedan, later

they turned to. L ugo connected Rivera with a

LVHHN's perinatal outreach worker Damarie Lugo (right) has

"If mom doesn't have a car, we provide transportation; if she can't speak English, we will translate;
if she can't leave her home, we'll go to her home,"

free pregnancy test at downtown Allentown's

seen Johana Rivera. a Kutztown University student and

Lugo said. "We reach out however we can."

suspected they were pregnant but were without
health insurance, L ugo was the first person

soon-to-be mom, through the next generation of care.

Vida Nueva Clinic, run by LVHHN in cooperation with Casa Guadalupe, and provided support
when d1e test result was positive.

Moya- that enhance care through the brand new
Healthy Prenatal Behaviors program. The program
is expected to touch more than 800 new moms.

"She's been like my mom because my mom's
in Puerto Rico," Rivera said. "Damarie listens,

Lugo and the others reach into the community

she gives good advice and she's always there
when I need her."
It's the special relationship that pregnant moms
workers Stephanie Jay, Dale Breyfogle and DhaLna

Today, she has health insurance through her
husband's employer, has attended all her appointments with obstetrician Ernesto Rodriquez, M.D.,
and is looking forward to delivering in the Fred

to find pregnant moms in their first trimester who

Jaindl Family Pavilion's brand new Center

meet income eligibility requirements, guide mem

for Mother and Baby Care. •

through medical care and social support, and reward
them for healthy behaviors wim "baby dollars" that
can be spent at LVHHN baby bazaars.

have with Lugo-and LVHHN's other outreach

And for mat, Rivera said, she is "forever grateful."

For a booklet that

by Pamela Maurer

features the brand new
Center for Mother and
Baby Care, special

Bridging Generations at Nite Lites
Benefitting obstetrics and gynecology

join honorary chair Marlene (linny) Fowler

Premiere Sponsors* B. Braun Medical Inc.,

Sat., SEPT. 23 •- 6 p.m.-midnight

for a spectacular evening of hors d'oeuvres,

department of obstetrics and gynecology,

Beneath the Hill-to-Hill Bridge, Bethlehem
$200 for single tickets

maternity programs
and new moms with
healthy babies, call
610-402-CARE

Dorothy Rider Pool Health Care Trust,

dinner, dancing and a silent auction of

First Union National Bank, TSOI/KOBUS &

25 packages of "things money can't buy."

Assoc., Inc . and LJr. & Mrs. l:dward Weiner
*as of press time

For sponsorship, call Robert Serow, senior vice president, development, at 610-402-9118.
For single tickets , call Sheryl Hawk, manager, public affairs, at 484-884-4816.
For a booklet about LVHHN 's women's health servic es, ca ii 610-402-CARE.

The Resident Day Bowl is No Game
Ob/gyn Doc Applies His Learning to Earn Milestone Honor
His name rang among the crowd in Philadelphia's
prestigious and historical College of Physicians:
"DR. DEFULVIO."
Everybody was staring at Joseph DeFulvio, M .D.,
- a hundred strangers from the medical community,

Along with wmning the Res1dent Day Bowl on May 72, Joe Defulvio, D. 0.,
shared the S. Leon Israel award for an original research paper with
a resident from the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania. Defulvio's
research suggested that ultrasound during a woman's second tnmester
can predict which women are at risk for delivering their babies early.

a resident from Jefferson sitting next to him, even the
antiquated portraits of renowned physicians from
past centuries. "I was so nervous," DeFulvio recalled.
But th.is was "game show mania" for ob/gyn
residents from the tri-state area and DeFulvio,
who graduated th.is month, was the first Obstetrical
Society of Philadelphia Resident Day Bowl
contestant who pushed the button in response

from epidemiology and infertility to gynecologic
oncology, endocrinology and obstetrical care.
"Wmning the Resident Day Bowl is considered
a very honorable achievement in our 150-year
organization," said Eleanor Slanga, executive
director of the Society.

to a question about fetal heart reactivity.

QualifYing to enter the Bowl was the first
challenge. DeFulvio had to take a pre-test with about

As DeFulvio's own heart pmmded, he stuttered
his answer-the right answer.

25 other residents, from which only eight scored
high enough to compete. In a separate Resident Day

But litde did DeFulvio know that about 60
questions later, he would be the first ob/gyn resident
ever from LVHI-IN and a community-based training

THE NEXT GENERATION OF DOCTORS
As part ofa growing women shealth program
at LVH-Muhlenberg, Joseph DeFulvio, D.O., will
join the Lehigh Valley Physician Group (LVPG) in
practice with Zirko Halibey, M.D.

DeFulvio, who grew up in Bethlehem, and began
his relationship with LVHllN as a summer intern,
said his choice to stay with the organization was easy.
"I want to give back to the organization and continue
to contribute to my hometown, " DeFulvio said.

competition, DeFulvio also earned the S. Leon Israel
Society of Philadelphia Research Award.
So what did it take to earn the honors? "I credit

program to win the Resident Day Bowl in its
40-year history-and by a landslide, no less. The
moderator didn't even have to total the scores of the

the great education I received at Lehigh Valley
Hospital," DeFulvio said. "We have a diverse group

contestants, who were questioned about everydling

really dedicated to teaching." •

of physicians who are experts in their fields and are

by Pamela Maurer

The foUowing graduates will also practice at LVllliN:
• Lisa N . Gray, D.O., Lehigh Valley Medical Associates
• Stanley]. KurekJr., D.O., surgery, LVPG
• Zubina M. Mawji, M.D., internal medicine, LVPG
• Rovinder S. Sandhu, M.D., general surgery,
LVH-Muhlenberg
• D'nese Sokolowski, M.D, Valley OB/GYN Associates

CheckUp this month
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Last Baby Born at 17th & Chew Goes Home
Mary Spalding
cuddles her son
Mark on his last day
in the NICU, after a
111-day stay. Here,
he weighs 6 pounds,
4 ounces. "Miracles
are born at Lehigh
Valley Hospital, "
she said.

Today, Mary Spalding's "little miracle," who entered the world at 1 pow1d,

"I thought I'd never take him home," Spalding
said. "One minute he wou ld be holdi ng my pinky,

11 ounces, is home with his family,

and the next I would watch the life drain out of

weigrung almost 9 pounds. Before
Mark's birth, Spaldillg spent nearly a
month ill the perinatal lillit on bed rest.

L :
"
tum.

It was her third attempt at having a
child, losing one to miscarriage and
the other 45 minutes after birth.

"I began losing hope again on New Year's Eve

Many were part of saving her son, Mark
Spalding Jr., the very last baby born at 17'" &
Chew on Jan. 13-a baby that should have been
born in the new Center for Mother and Baby Care
111 days later, but instead spent that time in the
neonatal intensive care unjt (NICU) there.

Today, Spalding cares for Mark-temporarily
receiving support from an oxygen machine and
apnea monitor-with guidance from a home care
nurse. He is also recovering from surgery that

"I just squeezed my legs and prayed."

saved his sight.

The prayers worked, along with the vigilance
of the perinatal and labor and delivery staff.
When the tiny baby made ills debut at 24 weeks,

Although Mark may be at risk for develomental problems, "he's doing absolutely fantastic,"

to support his breathing, maintain ills blood
pressure and heart rate, an d prevent infection,"
said perinatologist Orion Rust, M.D. "This baby
was three months premature, and so were all

These are the words of a mom that staff in the
Center for Mother and Baby Care know very well.

to know staff, "my best friends," she said.

when they could see the top of his head," she said.

two days, "every resource was pulled together

'll never sleep again. But it's wm·th every
minute because all that matters is my baby is alive.

Spalding spent nearly every day in the NICU
with her baby, learning to care for him and getting

his organs. He was very sick."
Within hours of ills birth, the baby was safely
transported with 14 other NICU babies into the new
unit. There he received one-on-one care and support
through ventilators, chest tubes and continuous airway pressure (C-PAP). There were days when his
breathing and heart would stop. "It was intense," said
his neonatologist, Marijo Zelinka, M .D.

Zelinka said.
In fact, his mother said, "I've seen rolls on ills
body that I've never seen before, and his lungs are
doing well because my whole neighborhood hears
him. I owe it to the staff at LVH who gave me
courage to keep carrying rum a11d reassurance
that he would be OK." •

by Pamela Mazmrr

Look for tbe Sept.I0L1. Healthy You
Magazine which will feature mentoring
mom.,· in tb!' .VICL.' Sufi11ort Gronp.

AD~ Ct~~ 1-wt-· ..
Partnership With Children's Hospital Reaches

MAJOR MILESTONE
Until now, children requiring intensive care had

The need for a local PICU has been evident to
nurses who work on the pediatrics unit. "We've seen

to travel out of the area for treatment.

the need for pediatric intensive care here at LVH,"

T he July opening of a Level II Pediatric Intensive

said Patricia Wilson, R.N., partner, pediatric
unit/PICU. "It will be a wonderful resource for
children and their families in our community."

Care Unit (PICU) on the fourth floor of the Fred
Jaindl Family Pavilion is the newest exciting step in
LVHHN's partnership with The Children:S Hospital
ofPhiladelphia (CHOP).

PICU nurses received training from CHOP
PICU nurses both in Philadelphia and at LVH. Four
PICU nurses, includillg Wilson, came from the

Children who need ventilator support and close
monitoring for respiratory problems, critical care after
traumatic accidents and head injuries, and treatment
for life-threatening illnesses will be admitted to the

pediatric unit. "I was very fortunate to be selected
and am looking forward to getting back into critical
care again," she said.

PICU. Family-centered care will be provided by a
team of intensive care physicians and nurses, trauma
surgeons, respiratory therapists, nutritionists and child
life therapists-all certified or specially trained in
pediatrics.
The seven-bed unit, the first of its kind in the
Lerugh Valley, is located close to the Level I Trauma
Center (one ofonly six in the state with designation of

special expertise in pediatric trauma), pediatric unit,
NICU and the new Burn Center.
"The collaboration of trauma and pediatrics in
developing the PICU represents LVH's ongoing
commitment to respond fully to the needs of severely

The physical clustering of the PICU, NICU and
pediatric unit at one site eliminates duplication of
3/mlev Wagner. R.N. (center), patient care spectalist. prdiatrtes,
drscusses the benefrts of new bedside mom tors in the PICU.
wrch Cmdy Ma \, R N (lett) drreC£or. pedracncs umt/PICU
and Darlene Rompt!la. P!CU techmcal par tnur The momtors were
purr:l,ilsed 1vrth a dnnatmn from the L"'onard Pool Socretv

"Ninety percent of the children who traveled to
Philadelphia will now be able to receive care locally,"
VanBrakle said. "Those who need more advanced
care, such as heart surgery, could be stabilized at
LVH before their transport to CHOP."
More than 200 children are expected to receive

injured patients in our community," said John

care in the PICU during its first year. Over the next

VanBrakle, M.D., chairman, pediatrics.

three years that number is expected to grow to 500,
said Debra Bubba, R.N., administrative director,
pediatrics.
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expensive services and completes the continuity of
children's services. The PICU and the pediatric unit
will work closely together and share common
medical and nursing directors.
The pediatric lillit now provides care for children
whose severity of illness requires one-to-one nursing
care and who would be on an intermediate or
intensive care unit in other hospitals. VanBrakle
expects that such children will be admitted to the
PICU in the future.
The pediatric unit and PICU will provide backup
for one another when occupancy soars. The NICU
and PICU will both use isolation bays in the PICU,
one of wruch is designed for neonates. •
by Moria Kammetler
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Issues & Initiatives is a series of activities providing employees
with information about current health care issues at
Lehigh Valley Hospital and Health Network.

al<e Pride in Your Worl<, Your Co-Worl<ers and
Lehigh Valley Hospital and Health Networl<
LVHHN's Recent Accomplishme11ts
A day rarely passes when I don 't read, see or

U.S. News & Wortd Report's
••aest Hospitals..:
urology and respiratory services

hear something that makes me proud of having
you as my colleagues at Lehigh Valley Hospital
and Health Network. I often receive letters from

Minimally invasive repair of AAA

former patients or their families describing the
high-quality, "high-touch" care provided to them

Expanded trauma capabilities

or a loved one.
Staff members, managers and physicians also
relate special things an employee has done that
highlights how he or she takes our PRIDE behav-

Service Star column each year in CheckUp, there
are dozens more who are nominated for this awar d
and also deserve our applause.

And there's more. In this month's CbeckUp
LVHHN over the past year. Along with photos,
you'll also see listed tl1eir specialty and tl1e profes-

Psych inpatient wing

feature in this newsletter, one that will attest to the

In-vitro fertilization services
(LIIH-MuhlenbergJ

'n'exler Trust Grant for expanded
community services at 176. & Chew

to each year's festivities in my six years at LVHHN,

you'll see an insert on the 95 physicians who joined

sional group to which they belong. Introducing ilie

(11111-Muhlenbergl

their extraordinary efforts in patient care, education, research and administrative areas. I've been

resources.

Children•s outpatient specialty
program (LIIH-Muhlenbergl

New cancer program

Friends of N ursing awards gala. During this celebration, more man 50 of our co-workers were honored by their peers ~d our generous donors for

topping St. Luke's -Bethlehem by nearly twice the
margin. I never tire of these testaments to the value

MICU, SICU, MBU, NICUI

(LIIH-Muhlenbergl

Last mond1, I was happy to attend tllis year's

quality is considered the best in the L ehigh Valley,

of our staff and network as cherished community

Baby Press Conference

stellar of these people are recognized through our

Research Corp., which found that LVH's overall

Fred .laindl Family Pavilion
(Diagnostic Care Center, TNICU,
Centralized scheduling

iors to heart on the job. Though 12 of the most

T his was most recently confinned by community research, done Jast year by the National

new doctors in the network will be a new monthly
growing breadth and quality of our medical staff.
These primary care physicians and specialists
could have joined many other organizations, but
they chose to come to LVHHN because of our
reputation for innovation and quality care.
W e're better and stronger for it, and I believe
mey are, too.
All tllis is the GOOD NEWS that we all like

and I'm always amazed at the outpouring of joy,

Nightingale Awards

collegiality and gratitude that I see at the event.

to hear and share. There can't be too much of it,
and I realize I only scratched ilie surfa.ce. So,

T ied ve1y closely to these individual and group
accolades, I clunk, are the new programs and ser-

captures only a sample of tl1ese achievements,

I encourage you to find it and spread it to your

vices, me recog~lition of our excellent clinical care

and it says so much with a few words: LVHHN

co-workers, fanllly, friends and neighbors. Share

and tl1e ongoing effor ts we make to enhance the

is focused on the present so we can serve our

the pride you take in your work, your colleagues

service we provide to our patients. T he list above

patients long into the future.

andLVHHN. •

Good News for Healthy You ...

HealthvYou
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The next issue of Healthy You in mid-August expands on
its success w ith a special Vitality Plus section for o lder adults.

lDtl&'~

The new section w ill feature health stories and information

.~~~"

for members of Lehigh Valley Hospital and Health Network's Vitality Plus program for adults age 50 and older.
"We're expanding on the magazine as part of our continuing effort to meet the health needs of our readers," said
Robert Laskowski, M .D., Healthy You medical editor. "We
respond regularly to reader input, and older adults make

Healthy You Magazme helps

up a significant part of our readership.

empower people to enjoy healthier

Healthy You uses a unique interactive approach: last

lives by providing up-to-date health

SlA.IlC.H

year the magazine prompted more than 12,000 calls
to 610-402-CARE, requesting literature and referrals to
You can tap into information about LVHHN and read past issues

physicians or Healthy You classes and lectures. The program's

of Healthy You at the network's web site, www.lvhhn.org.

success in helpi ng people improve their health earned four

Click on Your Care and look under Healthy You Magazine for
back issues.

separate awards in 1999 for excellence in health care
communicati ons.

information Look for the new
Vitality Plus section in August and
stones featuring the Mediterranean
diet. teen behavior. prostate
cancer and more.

•

For a FREE subscription to Healthy You Magazine. caii610-402-CARE.
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LEHIGH VALLEY

ANESTHESIOLOGY

HOSPITAL
AND HEALTH
NETWORK'S

New
Physician
Appointments

Debra M. Fullan, D.O.

Amy F. Keller, M.D.

Steven A. Mortazavi, M.D.

Allentown Anesthesia
Associates. Inc.

Allentown Anesthesia
Associates. Inc.

Al lentown Anesthesia
Associates. Inc.
Pain Management

DENTISTRY

When it comes to quality hea lth
care , Lehigh Valley Hospital and
Health Network has, and continues
to attract, some of the best
physicians in the region. This
impressive list of 95 generalists,

Darren G. Brenner, D.M.D.
Amwel l Dental Associates
General Dentistry

Deanna S. Dudenbostel.
D.M.D.
Doc Bresler's Cavity Busters
Pediatric Dentistry

Becky M. Fox, D.M.D.

Barry H. Glassman, D.M.D.

Elizabethtown Dental
Associates

Allentown Pain Center
General Dentistry

General Dentistry

DENTISTRY

specialists and subspecialists
are those who have joined the
organization duri ng the last year.
Future issues of CheckUp will
continue to feature new physicians
that join the network, and help you
get to know newcomers who

Ronald T. Hersh, D.M.D.

Timothy C. Lin, D.M.D.

Practice of Rcnald Hersh.
D.M.D.
Prosthodontics

Practice of Joseph A.
Silvaggio Ill, D.M.D.
Endodontics

Charles J. Perruzzi, Jr.,
D.M.D.
Practice of Charles J. Perruzzi.
Jr. D.M.D.

John L. Potter, D.M.D.
Practice of John L. Potter,
D.M.D .
Periodontics

General Dentistry

DENTI STRY

EMERGENCY MEDICINE

Joseph A. Silvaggio Ill,
D.M.D.

C. Scott Harris, M.D.

Kevin W. Kramer, D.O.

John F. Wheary, D.O.

Emergency Medicine

Emergency Medicine

Emergency Medicine

David G. Clymer, M.D.

Debra E. Cressman, M.D.
Practice of Drs. Cressman &
Yablonski Associates

contribute to the uniqueness of
the organization. But remember.
all staff play an important role
on the LVHHN team, so peruse
the pages of CheckUp to learn
more about how everybody

Practice of Joseph A.
Silvaggio Ill, D.M.D.
Endodontics

FAMILY PRACTICE
provides special care every day I

Joseph C. Bognet, D.O.
Bognet Medical
Associates, PC
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Paul J. Chwiecko, M.D.
Hamburg Family Practice

Hamburg Family Practice

FAMILY

PRACTICE

Nicholas A. DiMartino, D.O.

Glenn T. Elliott, D.O.

Aaron D. Katz, M.D.

Pamela F. LeDeaux, M.D.

Henry T. Liu, M.D.

Hamburg Family Practice

Kutztown Primary Care
Associates

Affinity

Lehigh Val ley Family
Health Center

Allentown Family Health
Specialists

Carlos L Colon, M.D.

William G. Combs, M.D.

Tanya Errnolovich, D.O.

Glenn M. Forman, M.D.

Timothy J. Friel, M.D.

Practice of Jay E. Kloin. M.D., PC
General Internal Medicine

The Heart Care Group. PC
Cardiology

Advanced Dermatology
Associates. Ltd.

Orthopedic Associates of
Bethlehem, lric.

Allentown Infectious Diseases
Services

Dermatology

Physical Medicine/
Rehabilitation

Infectious Diseases

MEDICINE

MEDICINE

Barry E. Herman, M.D.

Khalid Karim, M.D.

Nancy R. Lembo, D.O.

Twin Rivers Gastroenterology
Center

Craig Sabre Family Practice
General lrternal Medicine

Coordinated Health Systems

Wayne F. McWilliams,
M.D.

Physical Medicine/
Rehabi litation

Muhlenberg Primary Care. PC
General Internal Medicine

Shanker Mukherjee, M.D.
Twin Rivers Gastroenterology
Center
Gastroenterology

Gastroenterology

MEDICINE

Allen J. Samuels, M.D.

Joseph B. Schellenberg, M.D.

Richard J. Strobel, M.D.

Deborah W. Sundlof, D.O.

Peter A. Symington, M.D.

East Penn Rheumatology
Associates
Rheumatology

Pulmonar{ Associates
Pulmonary

Pulmonary Associates
Pulmonary

Lehigh Valley Cardiology
Associates
Cardiology

Peters. Caccese. Scott & DuGan
General Internal Medicine

PEDIATRICS

PATHOLOGY

Daniel F. Brown, M.D.

Dennis B. Cornfield, M.D.

Health Network Laboratories
Neurosciences

Health Network Laboratories
Hematopc;thology

Constance R. DiAngelo, M.D.
Forensic Pathology Associates,
Inc.
Forensic Pathology

Emil Chuang, M.D.
CHOP-Pediatric Gastroenterology
Gastroenterology

Rosauro A. Dalope, M.D.

Pediatrics
General Pediatrics

Check U
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MEDICINE

Gregory M. Singer, M.D.
Practice of William G. Kracht.
D.O., PC

Christian F. Sorensen, M.D.

Thomas E. Yablonski, M.D.

Nadeem V. Ahmad, M.D.

Suzette V. Barreto, M.D.

Ravindra Bollu, M.D.

Trexlertown Medical Center

Practice of Drs. Cressman &
Yablonski Associates

Lehigh Valley Cardiology
Associates

Practice of Eric Schoeppne r.
M.D.

Eastern Pennsylvania
Nephrology Associates

Cardiology

General Internal Medicine

Nephrology

Jeffrey D. Gould, M.D.
Bethlehem Neurological
Associates. PC
Neurology

John S. Halcovage, D.O.

Douglas P. Harr, M.D.

Kyle A. Helwig, M.D.

Lehigh Internal Medicine
Associates

Mishkin Rappaport Shore &
Harr Internal Medicine

Stelzer Cornell Taus &Auteri
Gl Associates

General Internal Medicine

General Internal Medicine/
Geriatrics

Gastroenterology

Harsh Gandhi, M.D.

Eric J. Gertner, M.D.

Northeast Medical Oncology
Associates

LVPG Internal Medicine
General Internal Medicine

Hematology/Medical Oncology

Daniel T. Mulcahy, D.O.

Maureen C. Persin, D.O.

John P. Pettine, M.D.

Michael J. Pistoria, D.O.

Edward J. Rosenfeld, M.D.

Carla M. Rossi, M.D.

Lehigh Valley Internists
Genera\ Internal Medicine

Practice of Matthew Bartelt.
D.O.

Candia. Kovacs &Lakata. PC
General Internal Medicine

LVPG Internal Medicine
General Internal Medicine

Lehigh Valley Medical
Associates

Practice of Carla M. Rossi.
M.D.

General internal Medicine

Infectious Diseases

General Internal Medicine

OBSTETRICS & GYNECOLOGY

France Bourget, M.D.
DBGYN Associates of the
Lehigh Valley

Kristin S. Friel, M.D.

Susan I. Haas, M.D.

Bruce M. Kaufmann, M.D.

Wendy J. Schillings, M.D.

College Heights OBGYN
Associates

OBGYN Associates of the
Lehigh Valley

Practice of Bruce M. Kaufmann.

Reproductive Endocrinology
and Infertility Specialists

Primary Obstetrics and
Gynecology

Primary Obstetrics and
Gynecology

Primary Obstetrics and
Gynecology

Primary Obstetrics and
Gynecology

PSYCHIATRY

Anne M. Helwig, M.D.

Julie W. Stern, M.D.
CHOP-Pediatric Hematology/
Oncology

ABC Family Pediatricians
General Pediatrics

Hematology/Medical Oncology
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laura R. West, M.D.
Practice of Paul K. Gross. M.D.

M.D.

Gynecology

RADIOLOGY/DIAGNOSTIC MEDICAL IMAGING

Albert N. Dandegian, Jr.,
M.D.
Medical Imaging of LV, PC
Diagnostic Radiology

Kevin T. Fogarty, M.D.

Kelly M. Freed, M.D.

Medical Imaging of LV, PC
Diagnostic Radiology

Medical Imaging of LV. PC
Diagnostic Radiology

0

RADIOLOGY/DIAGNOSTIC

MEDICAL

IMAGING

Steven S. Friedenberg, M.D.

Julie A. Gubernick, M.D.

Carolyn E. Parry, M.D.

Marie E. Robb, M.D.

Darryn I. Shaff, M.D.

Medical Imaging of LV PC
Diagnostic Radiology

Medical Imaging of LV, PC
Diagnostic Radiology

Medical Imaging of LV, PC

Medical Imaging of LV, PC
Nuclear Medicine

Medical Imaging of LV, PC
Diagnostic Radiology

RADIOLOGY/DIAGNOS~IC

Mammography

MEDICAL

IMAGING

Ann M. Sledz, M.D.

Lisa J. States, M.D.

G. Edward Streubert, M.D.

Medical Imaging of LV, PC
Diagnostic Radiology

CHOP-Radiology
Diagnostic RadiologyPediatrics

Medical Imaging of LV PC
Diagnostic Rad iology

Mark D. Berkson, M.D.

Joseph P. Coladonato, M.D.

Mitchell E. Cooper, M.D.

Shashi L. Kumar, M.D.

Coordinated Health Systems
Orthopedic Surgery

Neurosurgical Associates
of LVPG

Orthopedic Associates of
Bethlehem, Inc.

General SurgeryPediatric Surgery

Neurological SurgeryNeuro Trauma

Orthopedic Surgery

SURGERY

Anthony P. Andrews, M.D.
Suburban Eye Care
Associates
Ophthalmology

SURGERY

Howard J. Kushnick, M.D.

Daniel J. Miller, M.D.

Marnie P. O'Brien, D.O.

Timothy C. Oskin, M.D.

Todd W. Peters, M.D.

Lehigh Valley Ophthalmic
Associates

Neurosurgical Associates
of LVPG

Lehigh Valley Eye Physicians

Progressive Physician
Associates, Inc.

Lehigh Valley Orthopedic
Group, PC

Ophthalmology

Neurological SurgeryNeuro Trauma

Vascular Surgery

Orthopedic Surgery

Ophthalmology

SURGERY

Joseph G. Trapasso, M.D.

William J. Vostinak, M.D.

M.D.

Urologic Associates of
Allentown, Inc.

Coordinated Health Systems
Orthopedic Surgery

General Surgery

Urology

Andrew T. Smith, M.D.
Practice of Andrew T. Smith,
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I MAY 2000 SERVICE STAR !

SHE_ SHINES E_VE_RY DAY
You !Jlight have read about technical partner

"Kyrn believes she can make a difference in cus-

Kym Flanagan in May's CheckUp, which featured

tomer satisfaction and is compelled to let the world

helping others

her quick action that helped her team address a

know what a fine place she works in," Osborne said.

energizes her team's

She considers her colleagues customers, too,

conmutment to
clinical ilmovation

life-threatening complication in a cardiac patient.
Her caring moved the patient to present

and has developed trusting technical partner-

her with a letter of conm1endation signed by

nursing relationships. "Trust is the glue that makes

Governor Tom Ridge. Now, Flanagan receives

work processes move smoothly and team satis-

May's Service Star Award for her dedication to the

faction escalate," Osborne said.

transitional open heart unit (TOHU) every day. .
Her commitment to walking with post open-

To Flanagan, that team expands beyond ilie unit
where she works. When mother-baby services

heart surgery patients is just one example. "It isn't

moved to theJaindl Pavilion inJanuary, Flanagan

a task to her- it's an opportunity for her to provide

coordinated an effort to make goodies for the new

encouragement and comfort and get to know her
patients," said Mary Jean Osborne, R.N., director

neighbors and helped to deliver d1em with a warm

of the TOHU and open heart unit. And she's taken
d1at opportunity a step further by designing a
board

to

help patients and families u·ack the

note of welcome.

and service excellence," Osborne said. "Her
teammates are proud to have her at their sides."
The foUowing people were nonlli1ated for a
Service Star award: KeUy Moyer, techtucal partner,
4C; Regil1a Nichol, R.N., pre-admission testing;
CanUlle Batchis, Adult Transitions; Patricia Rhoads,
R.N., emergency department, 17.n & Chew; Ian
Germer, M.D., NICU; Darlene Garon, cardiac
rehabilitation; Patricia Matula, R.N., professional

Flanagan also extends her gifts into the community, volunteering for Cetronia Ambulance and
d1e Explorer Post. "Kym's passion for d1e work of

development; Carol Pasieka, R.N., PCCU. •

by Pamela !Vlazwer

number of walks each patient takes per day.

SIMPI f CU~ NC[ S ~~y

HELP ME, WANDA

; '

/

The motivation iliat led to two recent Working
Wonders ideas was quite-simple for the staffs of
hemodialysis and peritoneal dialysis at LVHCedar Crest and Mulllenberg.
"We don't want to lose any more staff, so we

care, but it is a nice litde bonus." And one that
earned the staff a $650 pot to split.
T he peritoneal dialysis tean1 also received a
nice bonus: $1,000 each after negotiating a deal
to obtain $20,000 worth of computer software

need to start looking very carefully at d1e way we
use supplies," said Susan Wallaesa, hemodialysis

for free.

coordinator.

improve patient outcomes," Joan NoH, peritoneal

That's what ilie hemodialysis staff did when

"At lw1eh we were talking about how we could
dialysis secretary, said. "We had a program that

they saved $4,250 a year by discontinuing hemo-

gave us patient statistics and results, but no

chrons (blood clotting tests) for dialysis patients

direction for how to in1prove them."

hospitalized for surgery or oilier acute problems.
"We provide their dialysis u·eatrnent until they

The u·io turned to their Baxter Healthcare
clinical representative for answers and learned

are discharged and return to their outpatient

about two new software programs that would

facility," Wallaesa said. "We previously obtained

help to improve clinical outcomes and capture

blood samples that show how fast or slow d1e

mandatory quality measurements.

blood is clotting in order to determine the an1ount

"You know, Wtmda, switching from plain
OR caps to these babies saved us $16,895and now everyone calls me 'Spin. ' "

Jeanette Rudderow, R.N., peritoneal dialysis

WORKING WONDERS IDEAS

Having trouble comiug up witb an idea? Here are
10 ideas implemented at other hospitals that could
1uork in your area-wbetbeT it be clinical, adminis-

of heparin (blood thinning medication) the patient

coordinator, hashed out an alliance agreement

should receive." A machine called a hemochron

with Baxter that resulted in obtaining the programs

was used to determine clotting time of the blood.

free of charge and allows Baxter to evaluate the

1 Purchase one type of pen.

program and suggest ideas for improvement.

2 Change vendors to realize better prices.

Because staff observation revealed that
very few patients needed their heparin dosage
adjusted, this practice was discontinued. "We

The new programs track patient infection rates

still do give some heparin but fow1d that for ilie

and other complications associated with dialysis
and map out effective dialysis routines that work

very stable patients, there was no reason to keep

best with the patient's lifestyle needs. In turn, on-

obtaining blood samples and performing the

line chart reviews free nurses to spend more tin1e

procedure," Wallaesa said.

with d1eir patients.

Extensive research confirmed that other area

"Now instead of going through 30 charts to

hospitals were not doing blood-clotting tests on

understand why a patient falls from d1e norm, we

surgical or acute inpatients. Staff physicians support-

can save time by viewing d1e information online,"

ed their findings and ilie tests were discontinued.

said Susann GraUer, 7A/dialysis director. "This

"With Medicare reimbursement cutbacks, we

allows more time for patient education and leads

can't afford to be wasteful," Wallaesa said. "Even

to improved outcomes and increased patient

without Working Wonders, we would-continue to

satisfaction." •

trative, engineering or food services.

3 Purchase more cost-effective letterhead.

4 Install water regulators in shower heads.
5 Purchase supplies with longer expiration dates
to eliminate spoilage.

6 Raise price of medical record copies for
attorneys.

7 Cancel software maintenance on some
software packages.

8 Joindy decide how each party will know if
the solution is working.

9 Substitute coffee with blended coffee in
food service areas.
10 Discontinue using custom folders.

look at ways to cut costs while providing quality

by Marion T/arec
For more information o n ideas, or to arrange a brainstorming sessio n to get your department th inking, call Jackie Straley, management engi neering consul tant, at 484-884-4840.
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nake Venom Successful in Treating Stroke
TEAM

OF

LVHHN

NEUROLOGISTS

PARTICIPATED

IN

NATIONAL

STUDY

A Malaysian pit v1per IS being milked in a lab in
Germany The purified snake venom, or ancrod, is

\Nhen Stephen Gaul suffered a stroke five

awa1ling FDA approval for treating stroke patients

years ago, little did he know that his future
would depend on a lethal snake venom.
"I could only say 'yes' and 'no,'" Gaul

associated with a similar drug approved by the

recalled as he discussed the stroke that carne

U.S. Food and Drug Administration."

on the heels ofhis third heart attack nine

Hope is that ancrod would be a safer, cost-

months earlier.

effective approach to acute stroke therapy over the

The Allentown man, now 65 and retired,

currently available drug, Castaldo said. He expects

said his wife enrolled him in a study of ancrod-

FDA approval in six to 12 months.

purified snake venom from the Malaysian pit

Ancrod must be given within three hours of

viper-that was being conducted by LVHHN

stroke symptoms to be effective-a tight window

and more than 40 other community and
academic hospitals around the country.
A team ofLVHHN neurologists administered
either the ancrod or a placebo to 17 patients during
the more than four-year trial that began in August

was achieved by more patients in the ancrod group
(42.2 percent) than in the placebo group (34.4
percent) at 90 days following the stroke.
LVHHN was in the top 10 in recruiting for The

1993. Gaul received the ancrod and believes he's

Stroke Treatment and Ancrod Trial (STAT) and

achieved about 80 percent of his previous abilities

had the most patients enrolled in an earlier study

because of it. "If I didn't have ancrod, I wouldn't

ofancrod.

have progressed this far," he said.

considering tl1at the average time it takes a stroke
patient to be seen by a doctor is 18 h ours. "People
suffering minor stroke sympt oms don't always get to
a doctor, which is why it's critical to raise awareness
among the public and the health care community,"
he said.
LVHHN has tl1e only National Sn·oke
Association center in tl1e region and has assembled a

"Principal investigators cited LVHHN for the

"rapid response" program for ambulance crews and

quality of the data recorded during each study,"

emergen cy room staff. Stroke patients are moved

Journal ofthe American Medical Association, acute

said John Castaldo, M.D., LVHHN's director of

up the priority list for treatment and are cared for

ischemic stroke patients treated with ancrod, an

neuroscience research. "We found that ancrod

by skilled and experienced neurologists, neuro-

anti-coagulation agent, had favorable neurological

loosens blood clots in stroke patients, but with-

surgeons and specially trained nurses. •

outcomes. Favorable improvements in their abilities

out the increased risk of brain hemorrhaging

According to the May 10 issue of The

by Brian Dawns

RAUMA TEAM TEACHES ROM AFETY
"It changed the way I look at everything."

minutes is how often some-

That's what Jennie Harding, 18, a senior at

one dies in an alcohol-related

Nazareth Area High School, says about her involve-

accident in the United States.

ment in the national drinking and driving awareness

Harding was "injured"

program, "Every 30 Minutes."
On May 4 and 5, the student body, Lehigh Valley

in the crash at the school
football stadium and flown

Hospital's trauma team and emergency response

by the University MedEvac

teams participated in a mock drunken driving acci-

helicopter to LVH's Level I

dent organized by the Students Against Destructive

Trauma Center, where despite

Decisions (SADD) chapter at the schooL Every 30

the efforts of the trauma
team, she was declared brain
dead by Stanley Kurek, D.O.,
trauma resident.
Harding will never forget
her mother crying over her

Video crews from NBC 10 (right, standing) and WFMZ· TV get a rare opportunity to film LVHHN's
trauma team in action as part of Nazareth High School's "Every 30 Minutes" prom safety program.

in the Trauma Center. "Now
when I leave the house, I always say 'I love you' to

Freed said sh e thought the biggest impact pro-

my parents," she said. "And I always wear my lap

duced by the prom safety program carne during a

belt, which I didn't often do, and make others in the

first-of-its-kind assembly at the school the following

car wear their belts, too."

day, which featured the mother of a boy who is still

Susanna Freed, Nazareth's SADD chapter

in rehabilitation after a drunken driving accident,

adviser, said the realism of the crash itself had a

and a videotape ofLVH's trauma team trying to

major impact on many students, who sought

save Harding's life.

counseling at the school that day. "It brought back

"There were few dry eyes," Freed said.

memories of friends and relatives who were killed

Freed hopes all the students get the same

in an accident."

message as one female student who came up to
her after the assembly. "She said: 'I will never,

MedEvac crew members and fire rescue personnel
attend to one of the v1Ct1ms of the mock drinking
and driving accident at the Nazareth High School

ever drink and drive.' " •

.by Brian Duwns

footbali field on May 4

CheckUpthis month

MESH Initiative Bailds Safe Commanities
FOR KIDS
w

hen Bmnn School of

A<Htuden~

Yanna Eddmm-B>el=, Adrun Rommchik md Steve Giglio, all of Bethlehem,

and Elizabeth Melervey of Coplay were handed scripts for radio commercials promoting volunteerism among kids,
their reaction was less than enthusiastic.
"It was too stereotypical of the way kids talk-it wasn't real," EdeLnan-Barber said. "It sounded too formal,
too fake," Giglio added. "It didn't sound like what kids would say."
So Baun1 Director of Educational Programs Ann Lalik told the teens to try rewriting the copy originally
produced by an advertising agency. The teens accepted the challenge and recorded their own script in November.
The ads aired on several Lehigh Valley stations.
The work was just one example of an 18-month public action campaign called "Together Works Better,"
sponsored by Kids & Community Connection, a collaborative of 15 area agencies that is producing remarkable
results in an effort to build healthy, safe and supportive communities for children and families. The collaborative is a
project of the Lehigh Valley Hospital and Heald1 Network initiative called MESH (Measurable Enhancement of the
Yanna Edelman-Barber (right} of Bethlehem and Elizabeth
Melervey of Coplay record a 50-second radio commercial
at Creative Sound Studios in Orefield. The teens wrote
and recorded the ads for a Baum School of Art project
to promote volunteerism, as part of a public action
campaign sponsored by Kids & Community Connections.

Status of Health), funded by d1e Dorothy Rider Pool Health Care Trust.
"These ads were a great example of what Kids & Community Connection can accomplish," Lalik said. "It was an
educational experience for the kids and the finished product was more likely to reach ilie target audience-kids."
As part of the campaign, which included dozens of media initiatives, Kids & Community Connection develops
and funds programs for m ember agencies, distributes printed materials and engages community partners. "We have

exciting projects from a diverse group of agencies iliat go beyond what one
agency could tackle," said Elizabeth Brensinger of Red Road Enterprises, a
New Tripoli consulting firm facilitating the collaborative process. "There is
a shared vision to improve the healili and quality of life for our kids that every
agency believes in passionately."
The collaborative ha~ its sights set on measuring ilie long-term impact of its
efforts, but it has enjoyed some quick and dramatic results. The Bum Prevention
Foundation's Safe Escape Program is one of iliem. This three-part safety program
uses a mobile classroom in ilie form of a small house to teach kids how to respond
in case of fire, and later sends kids a plan iliat helps iliem map out an escape
route at home. Kids receive coupons as an incentive and then reminders to
practice the plan and change smoke alarm batteries.
Just a few monilis after participating in iliis program, 10-year-old Amy
Shuker faced a real fire in her Brandon home. She knew exacdy what to do.
She stayed low, got away from the house and didn't try to retrieve anyiliing or
At the Nitschmann Middle School in Bethlehem, Michael Walter (left} and Claire Michaels of the Lehigh

go back near ilie house.

Valley Center for Independent Living answer questions from sixth-graders about living with disabilittes.

"This important component to our safety program helps us measure wheilier
kids are taking knowledge and translating iliat into practical behavior," said

The in-class session was part of the Common Play Grounds program sponsored by Kids & Community
Connection. For more on this program, look for the September/October issue of Healthy You magazine.

Dan Dilliard, executive director of the Bum Prevention Foundation.

Community Cormection to launch ilie Common Play Grounds program. Through the pro-

LVHHN Partnerships Garner
National Recognition

gram, 250 sixili-graders at ilie Nitschmann Middle School in Beililehem joined an assembly

Kids & Community Connection is just one of many Lehigh Valley Hospital and

where iliey interacted wiili people wiili disabilities in a simulated television format called

Health Network partnerships to improve community health-partnerships that

"What Do You Know About People with Disabilities?"

earned LVHHN national honors in the 2000 Voluntary Hospitals of America

The Lehigh Valley Center for Independent Living (CIT.,) also used support from Kids &

"Children are curious about people wiili disabilities and iliis program allowed iliem to ask
questions and get answers," said Mark Piedmonte, CIL development coordinator.
The assembly was followed by a week of in-class sessions, a poster-essay contest and development of an accessible activity resource guide that families, churches and schools can use to
improve communication and accessibility for people wiili disabilities. CIL hopes to bring the

(VHA) Leadership Awards. Among its award-winning efforts, LVHHN initiated a
community partnership in 1996 to build support for better dental health of
Allentown's children, resulting in last year's Allentown City Council resol ution
for fluoridation of the municipal water supply. in 1989, LVHHN jointly initiated
the Coalition for a Smoke-free Valley. A decade later, more than 1,000 area

program to other schools next year.
businesses were smoke free. "We not only led these successful partnerships,

As the collaborative launches a new, year-long effort to promote physical fitness among kids

but we integrated those efforts within the hospital," said Mark Young, M.D.,

and their families, it is also pondering its future. The unique ability of Kids & Conm1unity
Connection to improve the health and safety of kids and ilieir families will be ilie driving force.

chairperson of the department of community health and health studies. "We
increased the number of hospital patients referred to smoking cessation

"There is tremendous value in the creativity and ideas iliat our agencies have generated, and
there is an intended link between what we're doing and health outcomes, such as injury preven-

programs and mobilized physicians around the fluoridation effort." As one

tion and improved physical fitness," said Suzanne Irvine, community health associate of MESH.

of the top three health systems recognized for community health improvement

"Beyond that, we're also helping kids feel good about themselves, and experience tells us that

LVHHN was featured at the 2000 VHA Leadership Conference in Dallas, in

those kids are less likely to be involved in destructive behaviors." •

a full-page announcement in Modern Healthcare magazine and in various
VHA publications.
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Lehigh Valley Magazines June issue, featuring some of the
area's best doctors, is available at national bookstore chains in the
area, at selected gift and specialty shops, and in supermarkets.
LVHHN's Mark Kender. M.D., is shown on the cover.

Mark Kender, M.D.
Robert Kovacs, M.D.
John Nuschke, M.D.
fa friend or loved one came to you with a
medical problem in your field of expertise, and you
could not handle their case, which physicians would
you send them to in your geographic area?
T hat's the question a prominent professional
physician rating agency employed by Lehigh Volley
Magazine asked doctors' peers at the nation's leading
medical research institutions about physicians in the
Lehigh Valley region. And as the June edition of
the publication says, "the results are in."
Seven of the so-called ''Nine Fine Physicians"
recommended for general internal medicine and
family practice are on the staff at LVH. They are:
David Caccese, M.D., president ofLVH's
medical staff
Joseph Candio, M.D., chief for clinical practice
in the deparunent of medicine

A FLOOD OF

Stephen Shore, M.D.
John Wolf, M.D.
All have a combined 129 years in practice.
"It's nice. I feel honored," said Caccese, expressing surprise over his selection along with pleasure
d1at others on the LVH staff also were recognized.
Caccese said he has received letters of congratulations from patients who have read the article.
Tllis is the first time the local publication has put
together such a listing, said Lehigb Volley Mngnzine
editor Maureen Clark. 'We wanted to provide the
commWlity with a useful tool, a starting point,
because it's becoming increasingly difficult to find
good, affordable health care."

As the magazine article explains, the physicians
on d1e list were chosen from a database of 74 Lehigh

Valley doctors compiled for Best Doctors Inc., a
professional rating agency that has been conducting
surveys since 1990. The research is done by Pulitzer
prize winners Steven Woodward Naifeh and
Gregory "White Snlith (Woodward/White).
"Doctors are asked to rate other doctors on their
clinical ability," said Justin Kitsch, a spokesman for
Best Doctors Inc., which interviewed 35,000 physicians and evaluated 2.5 million practitioners in its
most recent poll. "Medical knowledge, experience,
in-depth research and aptitude for d1e science of
medicine are all considered." Kitsch said doctors are
not required to pay a fee or make a purchase to be
listed.
John Nuschke, M.D., admitted a little embarrassment about being singled out. "It's nice to be
honored, but there are so many good docs that
it's hard to feel distinguished."
While modest about his selection, Nuschke
agreed that his colleagues on the list are deserving.
"They're all great guys. T hey're the bedrock that
makes medical care in the Lehigh Valley rock
solid." •

(L -R) Deb Dunbar. housekeepmg; Randy Marsh,
facilities management; and Lesley Shambo,
office coordinator. LVH-Muhlenberg Cancer
Center. were part of the team that sprung
into cleamng actiOn.

Muhlenberg

Staff Spnmg into Cleaning Action
It's just a little rain, or so you think when a spring
storm comes rolling over the mountain into the
Lehigh Valley. You close your windows and venture
down to your basement to check for that occasional
drip or remote puddle before quickly dismissing the
entire waterlogged episode.
What you don't expect is to go to work the next
morning to find your minor at-home inconvenience
was not so minor at LVH- Muhlenberg.
The staff ofLVH-Muhlenberg's Cancer Center,
located on the lower level of the Kolb Ambulatory
Center, was greeted early Monday, May 15, by the
aftermath of a heavy weekend storm. An inch of mud
and water covered the floors, walls, deshops, unsuspecting paperwork and computers. Even staff lockers in the radiation treatment area and back offices of
the center weren't spared the soggy intrusion.
"It was an unbelievable mess," said office com·dinator Lesley Shambo. 'We were sure we would have
to be closed for an extended period of time and
reschedule all our patients."
But not to worry! Armed with buckets, mops,
floor buffers, carpet and upholstery cleaner, an

by B1ian Downs

Find Your Way to an
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expertise in cleaning
and the determination to
have as little disruption to
patient treatment as possible, the LVH-Muhlenberg housekeeping, plant
engineering and IS departments came to the rescue.
Thanks to their timely
response and impressive
teamwork, the soggy mess was cleaned up with only
a minor delay to patients. In addition, no treatments
were postponed and no visible signs of the "mudslide" were apparent to patients.
"It was really something," said Deb Dunbar,
housekeeping. "People came down to help from
every comer of the hospital. There was mud
everywhere, but we know how to respond to
challenges like this, and eve1ybody did their
part to get the job done!" •
by Leanne Strn:wn rl:r Melissa W7·igbt

With the employee forums on the clinical units
well under way, a number of open forums are
scheduled throughout LVHHN. If you haven"t
yet attended a forum (including those who
may have missed the forums on the clinical
units). please plan to attend. The network's
financial situation and the outlook for fiscal
year '01. which begins in July, will be discussed. Forums will be 45-60 minutes long
and will include adequate time for questions.
Fonlms will be held as foDows:
Fri., June 16 • 2:30 p.m.
1770 Bathgate, 2nd floor, C.R.

Wed., June 21 • 3:30 p.m.
2166512, 1st floor, C.R.
Thurs., June 22 • 3:30 p.m.
CC, Classroom 7
Fri., June 23 • 10 a.m.
77, Auditorium
Fri., June 23 • 3:30 p.m.
2766872, 1st floor, C.R.
Tues., June 27 • Noon
Health Center at Trexlertown
Classrooms 7 & 2

SERVICE ANN I VERSARIES
Congratulations to those employees celebrating June 2000 service anniversaries! Thank you for your continuing service to LVHHN. Service anniversaries
for this month will be listed on e-mail. Department heads, please print and post service ann_iversaries in your departments for your staff who don't have computer access.

If you have news or a story ide a for CheckUp This Month, send your suggestion by the 20"' of the month fo r publication in the following month to Elysia Bruchok, public affairs, 1770 Bathgate, using interoffice mail
or e-mail. CheckUp This Month is an employee publication of Lehigh Valley Hospital and Health Network's public affairs department. For additional information, call484-884-4819. Lehigh Valley Hospital and Health
Network is an equal opportunity employer. MIF/DN
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